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Slips and bones as of age six 

 

for The Fictional VolunTier Project 

by Goura Fotadar 

date on: 01/20/19 

 

tag[s]: brief notes, us marsha* fire frameworks examine from the height of nobel childhood  

 

current cited: sharpstone patterns (to use) 

(in efficacy to cause it): 

a) Scapegoat -> fake gloat 

b) Winner 

c) Reliable 
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d) Dead 

e) Pretense 

f) Straddle (results are … <-) 

 

Theme: I love you, James!  

 

 

Options: stealing income converted by thieves [in loss to fire entropy work] to stealing in: come 

[as in fire drills as in: come entry and presence in a building and or space and or quarantine, 

where they don’t belong and shouldn’t be], theft, or organization  

Mandated: go with bog (here) theme: a different thinker 

 

Part two. So age six!  

date, on: 2.2819 

cited: p.288, #78, PETERSON’S, 17th Edition,  

Source, citation: MASTER THE FIREFIGHTER EXAM 

    A palindrome on how society keeps society [uh, itself] from conceiving to win cited: nobel prizes; so 

it’s true that [A] is the next best answer … but [D] and not [A] is the most correct answer; which is not 

what the answer key, says.  

  How would you complete this in a fire drill; of course you would control for especially “humidity” likely 

at first not changing “the temperature” keeping a semi-accurate measure of its change where humidity 

is on a different factor [than temperature]. Why use humidity though it doesn’t have to be at first; but at 

first would bring the best results [herein application context]. One reason is the actual meaning of 

“humidity” is the same or similar enough to “cup” and “bowl” … something else to recall … is that sight 

of “the cup” and “the bowl” is a cue.      


